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Divide the context-free languages into equivalence classes in the following 
way: L1 and L2 are in the same class if there are a-transducers M and M such 
that M(L1) ~ L~ and d~r(L,) = L1. Define L1 and L~ to be structurally similar if 
they are in the same class. Among the results given below are: (I) if L1 and L2 
are structurally similar and L1 has a structurally similar set of (right) sententiat 
forms then so does L2 ; (2) i fL 1 and L2 are structurally similar and L1 is deter- 
ministic, then L2 has a structurally similar set of right sentential forms; (3) ilL1 
and L2 are structurally similar and L1 is a parenthesis language then Le has a 
structurally similar set of sentential forms; (4) there is a nonempty equivalence 
class of structurally similar languages that contains no (right) sentential forms 
of any grammar; (5) if an equivalence class contains any set of (right) sentential 
forms at all then every language in the class has a set of (right) sentential forms 
in that class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Th is  research was under taken  in an effort to unders tand  more  fully the  
re lat ionship between context- f ree languages and sets of sentential  forms of 
context- f ree grammars .  
Recent ly  there has been much interest  shown in systems which generate 
sets of str ings by product ion  rules similar to those of context- f ree grammars,  
but  differing in the way that  product ion  rules are appl ied and the fact that  
no dist inct ion is made between termina l  and nontermina l  symbols.  These  
are the OL-systems of L indenmayer  (1971, 1968). Since the sentent ia l  
forms of context- f ree grammars  are OL- languages,  some interest has been 
taken in sentant ia l  forms pr imar i ly  for this reason. The  sets of sentent ia l  
forms of context- f ree grammars  and their  closure propert ies have been 
studied by  Salomaa (1974). 
* This research was supported in part by NSF Grant GJ-803. The major results in 
this paper were presented at the 2nd Colloquium of Automata, Languages and 
Programming, University of Saarbrtieken, 1974. 
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However, even though the relationship of a grammar to the language it 
generates i one of the central topics of formal language theory, the precise 
relationships of a context-free grammar G to its set of sentential forms and 
of the sentential forms to the language L(G) generated by G has not so far 
been the subject of a significant amount of research, this despite the fact 
that the sentential forms mediate in an important way between G and L(G). 
A natural question that arises as one begins to consider relationships 
between G, the sentential forms of G, and L(G) is to what degree L(G) and 
the sentential forms of G are "structurally similar". If a simple device such 
as an a-transducer can change language A to language B then, in some sense, 
A and B are structurally related. An a-transducer may be regarded as a 
function which maps languages to languages. I f a language B is a transduction 
of A, then information concerning the structure of A may be lost in the 
transduction. However, if there is another a-transducer that maps B toA  
then we know that no structural information was lost which cannot be 
generated by a regular grammar and languages A and B can be considered 
structurally similar. We take the point of view in this paper that information 
contributed by regular sets does not contribute to the structural information 
of a nonregular language. For example, if an a-transducer changes 
{ a~b~ I n >~ 1} to {a~b J [ n <~j} by concatenating strings from b* to strings in 
{a~b ~In >/1} then the "pattern matching" property of {anb ~ In ~ 1} is 
lost but if instead, strings from c* are concatenated to {anbn 1 n <~ 1} to 
get {a'~b~c~ln k >/1} then no information would be gained or lost. One 
objection that may be raised to this definition is that transduction is a left 
to right process. However, it has been shown that M(L) is an a-transduction 
of L if and only if M(L) ~ {ha(h-l(L) t~ R}(Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969) for 
homomorphisms h, h 1 and regular set R. Hence we see that a-transduction does 
not depend upon a left to right process and also has a basic relationship to three 
operations important to language theory. Many of the algebraic properties of 
a-transducers are elegantly presented in Eilenberg (1974), where an a- 
transduction is referred to as a rational transduction. Boasson (1973) and 
Nivat (1968) have also done considerable research into the area of rational 
transductions. 
Since a language is always a transduction of its sentential forms, it is only 
of interest to consider the transduction of languages into sentential forms 
and not conversely. The questions we raise are of three types: (i) Given a 
context-free grammar G, does L(G) and the set of sentential forms of G have 
structural similarities ? Or (ii), given a context-free language L is there a 
grammar G whose sentential forms have structural similarity to L ? Or (iii) if 
context-free languages L 1 and L 2 are structurally similar, are there grammars 
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Gi such thatLi = L(Gi), i ~ {1, 2}, whose sentential forms are also structurally 
similar ? 
There is another eason why transduetions of languages have been selected 
as a basis for this investigation. We feel that the results could be applied to 
the theory of syntax directed compiling. Nearly all well-known bottom-up 
parsing techniques use a translation of a set of sentential forms. These 
include the LR(k) languages (Knuth, 1965), the bounded context-parsable 
languages (Williams, 1969), simple LR(k) grammars (DeRemer, 1971), and 
the LR-regular languages (Cohen and Culik, 1971). Along these lines, Gray 
and Harrison (1972) proposed the use of covering grammars. That is, very 
roughly, the notion of replacing one set of sentential forms of L by another 
set which has better reduction properties. 
Finally, it would be very surprising if an investigation i to sentential forms 
did not shed some light on the problems of grammatical inference. 
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
A grammar is a quadruple G = (V, Z, P, S) where V is a finite set (the 
vocabulary), Z C V (the terminal vocabulary), S is in V -  Z (the start 
symbol) and P is a finite set pairs (c~, 13) where ~ and fi are in V*. 1 We wilt 
usually write c~ ~ 13 for the pair (c~, 13). A grammar is context-free if every 
production is of the form c~ --+ 13 with ~ in V --  Z and 13 in V*. The grammar 
G is linear context-free if P _C (V --  Z) × (Z*VZ* u Z*). 
Throughout his paper we will use the following convention. If G = 
(V, Z, P, S) is a grammar, then small Greek letters will represent strings 
in V*, while small Latin letters will represent strings in Z* and capital 
Latin letters will represent nonterminals. Another convention that will be 
used is that if G is the name of a grammar, we assume that G = (V, Z, P, S). 
Given a grammar G, ~3~, is immediately derived from c~fi7 if 13 --~ 8 is a 
production in P. The notation is ~7 ~c  ~7.  The reflexive, transitive 
closure of ~a  is ~a  - The G is dropped when the grammar is understood. 
I f  ~ *~ ]3, then we say 13 is derived from ~. 
The language generated byG isL(G) ={x ~ 2]* IS *~ x}. We call a a sentential 
form of G if S N a, ~ in V*. The full set of sentential forms of G is L,(G). 
The set of sentential forms obtained by applying productions to the rightmost 
(leftmost) nonterminal in every immediate derivation is the set of right (left) 
sentential forms of G. This set will be denoted by Lr,(G)(L~(G)). I f  an 
i V* is the set of all strings over V, V + = VV*, and e is the empty word. 
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immediate derivation is rightmost, we indicate it by a ~arm/3 and if it is 
leftmost by a ~az~/3. I f  while deriving a from/3 all derivations are rightmost, 
then a ~a~/3  will be used, and similarly for leftmost. 
To prove the main results of this chapter, we use the concept of an a- 
transducer (Elgot and Mezei, 1965; Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969), which is 
a nondeterministic one-way transducer with final states and no accessory 
memory devices. The finite state transducer used in Aho and Ullman (1972) 
is an a-transducer restricted to input only one symbol or e at one step. 
An a,transducer M is a six-tuple (K, X, A, H, qo,F) where K c~ (27 u A) = 2~ 
and 
(i) K is a finite set of states, 
(ii) 27 is an input alphabet, 
(iii) A is an output alphabet, 
(iv) H is a finite subset of K×27"  ×A ×K and is called the 
transition set of M, 
(v) the initial state is q0 in K, 
(vi) Y _C K and F is the set of final states. 
M is a finite state transducer if H C K × (X w {e}) × A* × K. 
A quadruple (p, x, y, q) in H is interpreted intuitively as: when M is in 
state p with input x then M can move to state q with output y. We say that u 
is a transduction of w by M or a regular translation of w by M 2 if there is a set 
of quadruples {(q0, x l ,  Y l ,  ql), (ql,  x2, Y2, qe),..., (qe-1, x~, y~, qk)} in H, 
such that w = xlx ~ "'" x~, u = YlY~ "'" Y~, and qe is inF .  I f  u is a transduc- 
tion w by M, then u is in M(w). In other words, when u is a transduction of w, 
M starting in state q0 with w upon the input tape may, before halting in a final 
state, write u upon the output ape. We will define M(L) = {u [ u e M(w), w eL} 
for any set L. 
Elgot and Mezei (1965) have shown that for any a-transducer M one can 
construct a finite state transducer 2~ such that M(w) = _M(w) for all inputs. 
The finite state transducer is called a 1-input bounded a-transducer in Ginsburg 
and Greibach (1969). Two a-transducers M 1 and M2 are equivalent if 
M~(w) = M~(w) for all w in 27*. 
The set of regular translations of a languageL is known as the full semi-AFL 
generated by L. Given two alphabets, 27 and 271 , a homomorphism is a mapping 
The term "regular translation" is usually used for a transduction of a finite state 
transducer. 
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h from 27* to 271" which assigns to every string al,...,a ~ in 27*; ai~Z, 
1 <~ i <~ k, a string v in Z'I* such that h(a 1 ,..., ak) = h(al) h(a2)"" h(ak) = v 
and h(e) = e. For a language L, h(L) = {h(w) ] w EL}. The inverse homo- 
morphic image of L is h-l(L) = {wlh(w)=~L, w ~27"}. If  ~¢ is a family of 
languages then the small~st family of languages containing ~,f and closed 
under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with 
regular sets is the full semi-AFL generated by ~,  denoted as d2(~).  Some 
definitions of the full semi-AFL generated by ~ include union as one of the 
operations. I f  ~,o = {L}, then d2(L) is a principal full semi-AFL and is closed 
under union (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970); this is the case that concerns 
us most. 
It has been shown by Ginsburg and Greibach (1969) that / /~(£a)= 
{M(L) ] M an a-transducer, L e ~}. Hence d/[(L) is also the set of all possible 
regular translations of L. Since L(G) is always a regular translation of Ls(G), 
Lrs(G), and L~s(G), then Jd(L(G)) is contained in .~(Ls(G)) , J ](L~(G)), and 
~(L~(C)). 
If  we allow only nonerasing homomorphisms and define J/(oW) 
{hll(h(L) n R) lh, h I homomorphisms, h nonerasing, and R regular, L is 
in ~a} then JAd(& °) is called the semi-AFL generated by cp. Ginsburg and 
Greibach (1969) have shown that d/d(~) can be obtained from a-transducers 
with limited e-output. More precisely, an a-transducer M is e-output limited 
if there is a number n such that M is limited to reading at most n inputs in a 
row without writing on its output tape. We define JAd(L) = dd((L}) 8. 
A parenthesis grammar is a context-free grammar all of whose productions 
are of the form X-+ (w), where w contains no parentheses. A backwards- 
deterministic grammar is one in which no two rules have the same right hand 
side. A (backwards-deterministic) parenthesis language is one that has a 
(backwards-deterministic) parenthesis grammar. A context-free grammar G 
is reduced if every nonterminal X in the set of nonterminals of G is such 
that S ~ ~Xfl for some c~ and fl in V* and X *=> w, for some w in Z'*. 
3. LANGUAGES WHICH HAVE REGULAR TRANSLATIONS 
INTO SETS OF SENTENTIAL FORMS 
Examples can easily be found of grammars whose set of sentential forms 
is not in the full semi-AFL generated by the language, i.e., Ls(G ) is not 
in d/[(L(G)). Here is one such G. grammar 
a This applies only to a-transducers, not finite state transducers. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. The productions of G are given below: 
S--* aSa, S--~ e. 
L(G) = {a 2~ I n >/1} is regular while L~(G) = {a~Sa ~I n >1- 0} t.) L(G) is 
nonregular. 
In this section we see that some languages always have regular translations 
into sets of sentential forms. We again remind the reader that if L~(G) is in 
d/](L(G)) then L~(G) can be obtained from a regular translation of L(G) and 
conversely. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  G is a reduced context-free parenthesis grammar which is 
backwards deterministic, then L,(G) is in d/g(L(G)). 
Proof. We construct a finite state transducer M which outputs the symbol 
which is input until a substring (w) is read, where w is a substring which 
contains no parentheses. Since G is backward-deterministic there is only one 
rule which has w as its right hand side, say X -+ (w). Then M nondeter- 
ministically outputs either X or (w). a The process can be continued through 
the entire input string. The set of strings obtained by the regular translation 
described above will generally not be all of L~(G). We need to make the 
provision that if X is nonterminal in G and if there is no production rule, 
X ~ a, where ~ contains no nonterminals, then we find some small/3 such 
that X *~ 13 and fi contains no nonterminals. If G is reduced this can always 
be done. Now we allow M to either replace/3 in the output by X or to leave 
/3 on the output. 
Will M output all the sentential forms ? If  a is inL~(G) then a may contain 
nonterminals X 1 ,..., Xn.  Each nonterminal generates a string, /31 .... ,/3~ 
which M recognizes and may replace by X 1 ,..., Xn on output. Let & be 
with each occurrence of Xi replaced by/3i, 1 <~ i <~ n. Hence ~ is one of the 
outputs of M if & ~L(G). One question still remains to be examined. I f  
/3k can replace X k then is there some other nonterminal Yl~ such that 
Yk G/3~ ? A simple inductive argument shows that this cannot happen 
since each replacement is unique the nonterminal X k is also unique. Hence, 
M will output only the sentential forms. 
COROLLARY 3.1. I f  L is a parenthesis language there is a grammar G such 
that L = L(G) and L~(G) is in J~(L(G)). 
4 The explicit methods for constructing these transitions are standard and will not 
be described here. 
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Proof. I f L  is a parenthesis language then there is a parenthesis grammar 
G such that L =L(G) .  In this paper on parenthesis grammars, Robert 
McNaughton (1967) shows that every parenthesis grammar has an equivalent 
backwards deterministic parenthesis grammar effectively obtainable from it. 
The question naturally arises: if G is an arbitrary parenthesis grammar is 
L+(G) in d/2(L(a)) ? 
The following example of a grammar G shows this need not be the case. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The productions of G are given below: 
s -~ (xsx)  
s -+ (YsY)  
s -+ (e) 
X ~ (a) 
Y--~ (a) 
LetL  1 = {a%n]n ~ 1} andL2 = {wcwR]w~{a, b}*}. 
The resulting language L(G) is in J2(L1) , but L~ is in d/](L+(G)). Since L~ 
is not in d{(Lx) (Greibach, 1969) Ls(G ) is not in ./~(L(G)). However, Lr~(G )
can be easily obtained from L(G) by constructing an a-transducer which 
writes only X or Y upon an (a) input up to an arbitrary point in a string 
before (c) is input. Similarly, L~+(G) is in ~/~(L(G)). 
The LR grammars are of special interest in language theory. Before giving 
a definition of an LR grammar we need the preliminary definitions below. 
Let G be a context-free grammar. We define the augmented grammar 
derived from G as G' = (V u {S'}, 2J, P u {S' -~ S}, S'). The augmented 
grammar G' is G with a new starting production so that the start symbol will 
not occur on the right hand side of any production. 
I f  ~ is a string of k or more terminal symbols from an alphabet X then 
FIRST~(~) is the substring of a consisting of the first k symbols. If the length 
of ~ is less than or equal to k then FIRST~(a) = ~. 
Now we can give the definition of an LR(k) grammar. Let G be a context- 
free grammar and G' = (V', 2, P', S') be its augmented grammar. We say 
G is LR(k), k > 0, if the three conditions 
(1) S'  ~ ~Aw *~ oSw, 
(2) S' *~ yBx ~ c~,Sy, and 
G'rm G'q+m 
(3) HRST~(~)  = HRST~(y), 
imply that c~ = y, A ----- B, and x = y. 
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A grammar is LR if it is LR(k) for some h. If  a/3w and @ are right 
sentential forms of the augmented grammar of G, and FIRST~(w) = 
FIRSTI~(y), and if A-~/3 is the last production used to derive ~/3w in a 
rightmost derivation then it is also the last production used to derive afiy 
in a rightmost derivation. If S does not appear on the right hand side of any 
production we can use G rather than its augmented grammar G' in the 
definition above (Aho and Ullman, 1972). 
In order to show that the languages which have LR grammars are exactly 
those languages which are accepted by deterministic push-down automata, 
Knuth (1965) proved the lemma below which appears in Hopcroft and 
Ullman (1969) in approximately this form. We review the definitions required 
to state the lemma first. Given a context-free G, let G' = (V', Z, P', S') be 
its augmented form. Number the productions of G' from 1 to r. Assume 
A--+ fi is the ith production in P. Let a/3wlw 2be in L~,(G) and wlw 2 ~ 2", 
with FIRST~(wlw2) = w I • I f  S' Na>m ~Awlw2 ~ a/3w~w2 then ~/3w~ is in 
R~(i, wa). Furthermore, Rk(i, Wl) is the set of all such substrings. Put 
another way, R~(i, wl) is the set of initial substrings ~/3w 1 of right sentential 
forms ~/3wlw z where the ith production A --~/3 was the last production used 
to derive ~/3wtw 2 and FIRSTk(wlw2) = w 1 . 
It is a fact that given any context-free grammar G the set Rk(i, wi) is 
regular (Knuth, 1965). I f  ~/3w is a right sentential form and A ~/3  is the last 
production used to obtain ~/3w, then/3 is known as the handle of c¢/3w. 
LEMNIA 3.1. I f  G is LR(k) then for any ¢, O, y and z, if ¢ is in Rk(i, y) 
and ~bO is in Rk(j, z) then 0 = e and i = j. 
Example 3.1 also shows that L~(G) need not be in ~(L(G))  but the major 
theorem in this chapter is that if G is LR then Lrs(G) is in J[(L(G)). The 
intuitive idea behind the proof is simple but the construction is long. To aid 
the reader, the idea behind the proof is explained before the theorem is proven. 
We are given an LR(k) grammar G with r productions and we must 
construct a finite state transducer M which will be given strings from L(G) 
on its input tape and will output strings from L~s(G). There is no loss of 
generality if we allow an endmarker $ at the end of the input string. The 
same construction can be used when there is no endmarker but M would have 
to guess when the end of the input is reached. The transducer M will sweep 
across an input string outputting what is read until the handle of the string 
is recognized. This will be done using the regular sets Rk(i, w). Nondeter- 
ministically M either replaces the handle by a nonterminal in the output or 
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it gives the original handle as output. I f  the handle is output M must output 
the remaining portion of the input string without changing it. On the other 
hand, if the handle was replaced by its corresponding nonterminal, then the 
transducer may search for a new handle. A new handle may be found if M 
does not require input symbols which have been read and discarded. Unlike 
a push-down automaton the finite state transducer cannot keep a record of all 
the symbols which have been read. Upon finding a new handle M non- 
deterministically chooses whether to output the handle or a nonterminal 
again. The process is then repeated. I f  no new handle is found the remaining 
input symbols are output. 
This set of outputs will not give us the full set of sentential forms of G' 
unless a sufficient number of symbols have been stored. There may be 
productions where the nonterminals on the left do not always have a terminal 
string on the right. For some n, there will, however, always be a terminal 
string derivable from any nonterminal within n derivation steps. The 
construction of M will have to allow M to recognize the maximum number of 
symbols required for n derivations teps. 
In order to make the proof shorter and easier to read we will assume that a 
finite state transducer M has the ability to store a table in its finite state 
system. A transducer M will be able to: 
(i) read an input in state q; 
(ii) "look-up" an entry in the table; 
(iii) output and move to a new state p depending upon (i) and (ii); 
(iv) update the table depending upon (i) and (ii). 
This is equivalent to having all states q subscripted by all possible table 
entries (s-tuples if the table has s entries). The move to the next state then 
depends only upon the present state and input. The updated table is the 
subscript for the new state, tn order to retain complete equivalence of the 
"table-type" to the "subscripted state" type of transducer we must specify 
an initial configuration and a set of final configurations for a table. It seems 
considerably easier to follow changes in table entries than in subscripts. 
The table-type transducer will be specified by M = (K, T, 27, A, H, q0 , 
t o , F, Ty) where K, 2;, A, %,  F are as before and T is a finite set of table 
configurations, t 0 is the initial table configuration and T s is a set of final 
configurations. 
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Now H, the transition set, is a finite set of 4-tuples ((p, t), a, x(q, i)) where 
p and q are states, a is in (27 k3 {e}), x in A *, t and i are table configurations. 
Then v is in M(w) if there is a set of 4-tuples ((Po, to), al, xl, (Pl, tl)), 
((Pl, tl), a~, x2, (P2, t~)),..., ((Pk, tk), as,  xn, (Pl, tl)), where w = al" .a  ~ 
andv  =x l ' ' - x~.  
THEOREM 3.2. If  G is LR(k) and reduced then Lrs(G) is in J~(L(G)). 
Pro@ Let G =(V ,  27, P ,S )  beLR(k) for some fixed h>/0  and G' = 
(V', X, P', S') be the augmented grammar of G. Assume L(G) has an end- 
marker $. Number the productions in G' from 1 to r and form the sets 
Rk(i, w) as previously described. Let A(i, w) be the deterministic finite 
state acceptor which accepts Re(i, w), for all i and w. Let us say that there are l 
of these acceptors and we number them A1, A 2 .... , A t and each Aj = 
(Kj, V', 8j, q~, Fj) where 1 ~< j ~ I. For every nonterminal Y in G choose 
a string of terminals vr such that Yi *~ vr and let s = max{I vr I Y ~ V --  Z}. 
The specifications of the table-type transducer M are now given. Let M = 
t r ({P, Pl}, T, X, V', H, p, 0, tPl}, TI). The table T will consist of three columns. 
The first and second columns are l rows long and will contain either states 
from the l acceptors A(i, w) or the special entry e (in the second column). 
The third column is a list s ~-k entries long and contains members of 
V'k3 {e}. The initial table t o will have as entries in columns 1 and 2 the 
starting states of each A j ,  1 ~< j ~< l, and the l entries e in Col. 3. 
The final configuration set is T 1 = T, that is, any table configuration 
is final. 
In understanding the change in the table when M reads an input it is 
helpful to bear in mind the intuitive description given above. \Ve summarize 
the steps below. 
1. Reading an Input 
Upon reading an input a, M changes each entry q~. in column two to  
~(q~-, a) for 1 ~<j ~< l. If a is the first input it is placed at the top of Col. 3; 
if it is not, it replaces the first e in Col. 3. If Col. 3 is full (i.e., has no entry e) 
then the top symbol b in Col. 3 is output while each entry qj' in column one 
is changed to ~j(q/, b), for 1 ~< j ~< l, and all of Col. 3 is moved up by one 
with b discarded and a added at the bottom. Hence Col. 1 is a record of the 
state of each A(i, w) before the last s + h symbols were input while Col. 2 is 
a record of the current states of the A(i, w). 
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The initial configuration of the table T is: 
Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 





s + k rows 
1 
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a l  
e 
e 
Upon reading w = a la  2 "" an ,  n = s + k, it becomes: 
qi 3i(qi, W) 




Upon reading w'  = a 1 . . .  ana l+ 1 , n = s + k ,  and if handle replacement 
has not taken place, the table configuration is: 
~(ql, a~) 
~(q~, al) 








M writes a 1 upon the output tape. 
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After replacing a handle, X -+ aj "" as where m ~j  < t < r, and ~ = 
al "'" aM, M has the configuration: 
~(q~, ~) 
~(q~, ~) 





Let fi = a a "" a~a~+ 1 "" a j_  1 Xa~+ 1 "" a t .  Then the configuration shown 
in Fig. 5 changes to" 
~(q~, ~) ~(q~,~) 
8(qz, ~) 3(q 2 ,fl) 





2. Hand le  Recognit ion and  Rep lacement  
Machine M must store up to s + k symbols in its table in order to 
"remember" up to the last s @ k inputs of M. Some of the s + k symbols may 
be replaced by a nonterminal if a handle is recognized, that is, if A( i ,  w)  is 
in a final state, where rule i is X-+/3.  I f  M replaces the handle/3 by a non- 
terminal, then/3 is removed from Col. 3 and the nonterminal X put in its 
place while the remaining symbols at the bottom are "pushed" up to be 
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beneath the nonterminal and e's are put under these, as in Fig. 4. Column 
two is replaced by e and updated as shown in Fig. 4 and 5. I f  there is a $ at 
the bottom of the symbol list then M is not able to read more inputs. If a 
handle has not been recognized when $ is read M changes to state P l ,  
otherwise it may make a replacement. 
3. Handle Recognition and No Replacement 
I f  M chooses to output the handle instead of replacing it then M changes 
to state Ps and outputs whatever symbols are in column three and all re- 
maining input symbols on the input tape as they are read. 
4. Handle Recognition where no Replacement can be Made 
At some point M may register a final state in some A(i, w), where rule i is 
X--+/3 when all offl is not in Col. 3, so no replacement can be made. Now 
M must change to state py and output all symbols in Col. 3 and all the re- 
maining input symbols as they are read. 
5. Final Note 
To output Lrs(G ) rather than Lrs(G' ) we can drop S'$ from the output. 
It must be shown that M applied to L(G) yields Lr8(G). First, it must be 
shown that if = is in M(L(G)) then ~ is a right sentential form of G. 
The handle is the last production applied in the derivation of a right 
sentential form. Therefore if the handle is replaced by a nonterminal we 
still have a right sentential form. It was upon this principle that Knuth 
based his construction of a deterministic push-down automaton that accepts 
an LR(k) language (Knuth, 1965). I f  the finite state transducer M described 
above replaces the handle, and only the handle, by a nonterminal, then the 
resulting string will be a right sentential form. 
In the construction of M no replacement of substring by a nonterminal is 
made unless an A(i, w) is in a final state. Let us assume a string c~ is being 
processed by M. Then ~ will consist of three parts: the symbols output by M, 
the symbols input and stored in Col. 3 of M, and the symbols not as yet 
input. M nondeterministically chooses whether to replace the handle or not. 
I f  the handle is not replaced by a nonterminal all the symbols in Col. 3 plus 
all the remaining string are output as is. Hence ~ is output. If the entire 
handle is in Col. 3 then the handle may be replaced, producing another 
sentential form 7 such that 7 ~.m c~. The process may be repeated. Since the 
original string on the input tape was a string of terminals it was also a right 
sentential form. Then M can only output right sentential forms. 
Second, it must be shown that if c~ is in Lrs(G) then ~ is in M(L(G)). 
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Assume each nonterminal X in G has a production X -+ v where v is a string 
of terminals. I f  ~ is in L~s(G ) then ~ ~ ulXlu2Xz "" u~X~un+ 1 where ui is 
in 27* and Xi  is in V - -  27 for 1 ~< i ~< n + 1, or else a is in 27*. I f  a is in 27* 
then a is in M(L(G)) since a is a string in the language and M can nondeter- 
ministically choose to output the entire string without any replacements. 
Assume a is not in 27*. Then we may apply productions to ~ always replacing 
the rightmost nonterminal by a terminal string, i.e., ~ ~ ulXlu2X2 "" 
u.X~u~+l ~.~ ulXlu~ "'" X._iu~v.u.+~ ~ UiXlU~ "'" X._~u~_~_~u~ 
v~u~+l *~r~ ulvluzv2 ""v~un+l -~ [3, where Xi  --+ vi • By definition of the 
handle, v 1 is the handle of ft. By the lemma, the handle can only be vl if G 
is LR(k). Upon receiving fi as input M may choose to replace v1 by X 1 . Then 
v~ becomes the new handle. Since [ v 2 ] ~ s, and s + k is the maximum num- 
ber of symbols stored in Col. 3, M can replace v~ by X 2 . The process con- 
tinues until the entire string has been read. Therefore ach vi may be replaced 
by Xi  , 1 ~ i ~ n, until ~ is output. 
Suppose there are nonterminals in G which do not have productions 
X --~ v, v a terminal string. Then for each nonterminal Xi  where 1 ~ i ~ t, 
#(V  - -  27) = t, we pick a v i such that Xi  *~ vi and vi is in 2:*. I f  G is reduced 
this can be done. Let s ---- max{I v i l ] 1 ~< i ~ t}. I f  Col. 3 has s q- k symbols 
then M can continue to right parse until v i is replaced by X i , 1 <~ i <~ t. 
I f  ~ = UlXlu2X z "'" Xnun+l and fi = UlVlU2V2 "'" v~zUn+ 1 than a may be 
obtained from/3 by reducing each vi , 1 <~ i <~ n. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  G is LR(k) and reduced then Lrs(G) is in d/f(L(G)). 
Proof. The transducer M construct above is e-output limited. M makes 
transitions without output only when replacing handles. Since col. 3 can 
have only s + k entries and an LR grammar cannot have cycles A ~ B ~ A 
there is an upper bound n on the number of such moves in a row. 
COROLLARY 3.3. I f  G is LR, reduced, and linear context-free, then L,(G) 
is in M(L(C)). 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  G is LR, reduced, and L(G) is regular, then L,8(G) is 
also regular. 
Proof. I f  L(G) is regular, then J£(L(G)) contains only regular sets (Bar- 
Hillel, 1964; Greibaeh, 1966). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let G be linear and L(G) regular. Then if L~(G) is not 
regular, G is not LR  and reduced. 
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Since we have shown that whenever G is LR then Lr,(G ) is in dd](L(G)) it 
is plausible to conjecture that if G is LR, L~(G) also is in .~(L(G)).  This is 
false, as is shown by the following grammar which is LR(1) although L~(G) 
is not in J/](L(G)). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let G ~- (V, Z, P, S) where V = {S, U, L, A, B, E, F,a, b} 
and Z = {a, b}. The set P is given below: 
S --~ EA A --~ aA A -+ F F -+ aFb 
S -+ EB B -+ Bb B -+ F E --~ aEb 
S -+ LE  L -+ Lb L--+ E F---~ ab 
S--~ UF U--~ aU U--~ E E -+ ab 
The grammar generates{a~b~a~b "~ t l = m or i = j, i, j, l, m >/1} which is a 
linear context-free language. Let/~ = L~(G) (~ a*Eb*a*Eb* ~ {a~EbJa~Eb ~ ] 
j > i and n >~ 1}. Then/7, is not a linear context-free language, so Ls(G) 
cannot be in .~2(L(G)), since the linear context-free languages form a full 
semi-AFL. 
Even though Lrs(G)C-Ls(G) it may be the case that Lr~(G) is not in 
dC](Ls(G)). An example of a grammar G where L~(G) is in d/](L(G)) but 
L~s(G) is neither in d/](L(G)) nor ,///](L~(G)) is given below. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. The productions of G are: 
S-+ SS  S--~ X 
X -+ aXa S--~ a 
X -+ a 
The language L(G) is a* hence regular while L~(G) = {a u S u X}* which 
is also regular. But Lrs(G) = {SS "'" Sa~Xa n ] n ~ 0}a* U {S~a j [ i , j  ~ 0} 
which is nonregular. 
Our next example shows that there are grammars G such that L~(G) is 
in ~(L(G) )  but Ls(G ) is not in ,//Z (L( G) ). In other words, there is no e-output 
limited a-transducer M such that L~(G) = M(L(G)). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The productions of G are: 
S -+ cCY  S --+ DEX 
C--~ cCY  X --+ DEX 
Y--+ a Yb X -+ e 
Y --~ ab E -+ gEg 
D --+ dDd E -+ gg 
C -~- c D -*  dd 
643/3o/3-6 
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L(G) ~-- L l td L~ whereL 1 ={cmyl . . . y~]y i ina~b n, m, n ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ m) 
and L 2 = (d~lg2~d2~ ".' g2nk ] ni >/1, 1 ~ i ~ k). Note that if Ls(G) is in 
ffg(L(G)), so isL 3 = (a÷Dd+g+g+Eg+)+ n L~(G) = {dnIDa"lgn~Egn~d~3Ddn3 "'" 
gn~Eg~k ] ni ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ k}. Notice that L 2 is regular but L~ is not. The 
sentential forms needed for strings in Lz cannot be obtained from L2. But 
L3 is not in M[(L(G)) (Greibach, 1972); the intuitive reason is that one must 
erase the c's from L 1 to get L 3 . However, it can be readily shown that L~(G) 
is in J/](L(G)). 
Since a translation is generally used to produce a reduction of a string in 
a syntactic analysis, it may be thought hat this is the only way to obtain a 
set of sentential forms, that is, through reductions where if w is input the 
outputs are reductions of w. An a-transducer may work in unexpected ways. 
For example, as in the following transduction: 
G 2 : S -+ aSb S -+ aSbb S --+ e 
thenL(G~) = {anb k ] n ~ k ~ 2n} u L(G~) by merely inserting an S between 
the a's and b's. No reductions are required. 
I f  there is a grammar G and an M such thatL~(G) = M(L) and M translates 
L(G) into sentential forms through reductions, it still may be impossible 
for M to reduce every string in L(G). An example of this is the grammar: 
G~ : S--> aXb, X -+ aXb, X -*  ab, S--> aYbb, Y---> aYbb, Y--> abb 
Then L(Gs) = {anbk]k = n or k = 2n} and by selecting strings where a is 
raised to an odd power, the sentential forms containing X can be separated 
from the sentential forms containing Y. The even powers in Ls(G~) can 
easily be replaced by transducti0n from the odd powers of a in L(G3). 
The ambiguky of a grammar seems to have lktle to do with whether the 
sentential forms may be obtained from the language. Notice that G~ is 
ambiguous and Ls(G~) can be translated from L(G2) but the usual unam- 
biguous grammar for the same language does not have a set of sentential 
forms which can be obtained from a translation of the language. 
After examining some relationships between grammars and the full 
semi-AFL's generated by their languages and sentential forms, it is natural 
to ask if there is an algorkhm to determine whether L~(G) is in J//(L(G)). 
The answer is given in Theorem 3.3 where it is shown that it is not decidable 
whether Ls(G) is in d/2(L(G)). 
We say that L is a generator of a family of languages ~ if and only if 
~(L )  = ~-. Let ~ be the family of linear context-free languages, and ~ the 
family of regular languages. 
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LEMMA 3.2, For linear context-free grammars G, it is not decidable if L(G) 
is a generator of ~ .  
Proof. 
(i) There is a linear context-free language L which is not regular. 
Hence if R is regular Jf2(R) _C ~ ~ ~<¢', so R is not a generator of ~v. 
(ii) The language L 0 = {WCWR}W ~{a, b}*} is a generator of 
(Greibach, 1966). 
(iii) I f  L does not generate ~,v, obviously L c~ R does not generate 
for each L in ~q~. 
(iv) It is undecidable for [271 ] >/2  and linear context-free grammars 
G1 - -  (V1, Z 'a, / )1,  $1) whether L(G1) = 271". 
Given a linear grammar G 1 = (V~, /71, / )1 ,  $1) , letL1 = L(G~). Let dbe  a 
new symbol and letL ---= (Lld{a , b, e}*) <3 271" dL o . Note that we can construct 
a linear context-free grammar G from G 1 such that L = L(G) since ~ is 
closed under union and concatenation with regular sets. 
I t  will be shown that J/{(L) ---- L* ° if and only if L 1 = Z'I*. Observe that 
L1 = 271" if and only i f L  = 271*d{a, b, c}* for if v is in (271"--L1) then 
vdacaa is not inL.  But i f L  1 = Za* andL  = Zl*d{a , b, c}* thenL  is regular 
and hence is not a generator of 5~. I l L  1 @ XI* then let v be in (271" --L1). 
We can construct a-transducers 341 and M 2 such that MI(L ) = 
L c3 (vd{a, b, c}*) = vdL o and Mz(vdw) = w for any w in {a, b, c}*. Hence 
M2(MI(L)) =L 0 . SinceL 0 generates ~,  we have 5~ _C J;'(MI(L)) C_ J~(L) C_ ~.  
HenceL generates ~.  Thus it is undecidable for linear context-free grammars 
G whether L(G) is a generator of ~go. 
THEOREM 3.3. It is undecidable for all context-free grammars G whether 
LXG ) is in ~(L(C) ) .  
Proof. Given a linear grammar G, we will construct a grammar G such 
that Ls(G ) is in d/](L(G)) if and only if ~(L (G) )  = &o. 
Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be an arbitrary linear context-free grammar. Let 
a, Z, A, B and X be new. Let G = (V, •, P, S) where: 
(i) V= V t3 {S, A, B, X, a} 
(ii) Z=2k3{a} 
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(iii) P = P w {S--~ S, S ~ X,  X- -+ BXB,  X-- , -  AXA,  X - -~ a, 
A -+ a, B -+ a}. 
Clearly L(G) = L (G)u  a + while L(G) = L(G)(3 Z, so .~(L(G)) = 
d/](L(G)) C ~C,f. Notice that 
LJa) c~ {A, B}* X{A, B}* = L1 = {wXw~ I ~ ~ {A, B}*), 
so ~ _C ,//2(Ls(G)). Let ~- be the regular substitution given by ~-(A) = {A, a}, 
~-(X) = {X, a} and 7(B) = {B, a}. Now L,(G) is linear context-free since G 
is linear and henceL,(G) = L,(G) w {S, X} w z(L 0 is in 5¢ (Greibach, 1966); 
SO dZ(Ls(G)) = 2~'. HenceL,(G) is in J ](L(G)) if and only if 5~ C Jff(L~(G)) = 
~'(L(G)) C_ ~ if and only if L(G) generates 5¢. Thus if we could decide for 
context-free grammars G whether L,(G) is in//](L~(G)) we could decide for 
linear context-free grammars G whether L(G) is a generator of oW. 
The last theorem of this chapter shows that it is not decidable whether 
L~(G) is in J2(L(G)). Notice that this result could only have been obtained 
from Theorem 3.3 if the grammar G used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 were 
linear. Then we could have used the fact that L,(G) = L~s(G). This was not 




B --~ a}. 
THEOREM 3.4. It is not decidable for all context-free grammars G whether 
Lr~(G) is in d/2(L(G)). 
Proof. In a procedure similar to that used in the previous theorem, we 
assume we are given a linear grammar G and we construct a grammar G 
such that L~s(G) is in ~(L(G) )  if and only if L(G) is a generator of cp. 
Let G = (V, Z, P, S) where: 
V= Vw{S,A ,B ,a ,b}  
£ = 2 U {a, b} 
P = P u {S---~ S, S--~ X,  X--+ AXa,  X - -+BXb,  X--+ b, A ~ a, 
Then L(G) = L(G) w L 1 where L 1 = {a~b~w [ w E X* and m -i- ] w ] ~ n). 
Now L a does not generate ~e since it is in J/2((a% ~ I n >/1}) (Greibach, 1969); 
.///2(L(G)) is principal so  it is closed under union (Ginsburg and Greibach, 
1969). Hence ./~(L(G)) = d2(L(G) v La) = ~q~ if and only if J2(L(G)) = cp. 
Let h(A) = h(a) = a, h(B) = h(b) = b and h(X) = c. Let L 3 = Lr~(G) n 
{A, B} * X{a, b} *. Then h(Lb) = {wew R I w ~ {a, 3}*} is a generator of ~ and 
./~(L~) = ~ce = J~(Lrs(G)) so ~e = ./~(Lrs(G)) = J2(L(G)) if and only if 
od(L(G)) = ze. 
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4. GRAMMARS OF LANGUAGES RELATED BY REGULAR TRANSLATIONS 
In the last section we considered languages which had regular translations 
into sets of sentential forms. In  this section we prove the theorem that a 
context-free language L has a regular translation into a set of sentential forms 
if L is a regular translation of L '  and L '  has such a regular translation. Th is  
theorem provides the key for determining the make-up of the similarity classes 
defined in a later part of the section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a context-free language and G a context-free 
grammar such that L = L(G). I l L  I is in J~(L)  then there is a grammar G I such 
that L 1 --= L(G1) and: 
(i) L~(G1) is in Jff(L~(a)), 
(ii) L,.~(G1) is in d{(L~s(G)), 
(iii) Lz~(G~) is in .//](L~,(G)). 
This  Theorem can be restated as, if G is a context-free grammar such that 
L = L(G)  and there is an a-transducer M such that M(L)  = L 1 , then there 
is a grammar G a such that L 1 = L(Ga) and a-transducers ~F/1 and M 2 such 
that MI(Ls(G)) - -~  Ls(G1) and M~(Lrs(G)) = Lrs(G1). 
The  diagram is a schematic representation of the theorem. The  arrows 
indicate translations. 
L(G)< Ls(G ) L(G) < - -  Lrs(G) 
Proof. I f  L 1 is in sC2(L), then L 1 = M(L)  for some finite state transducer 
M.  Then  there are homomorphisms hi and h 2 and a regular set R such that 
L1 = lh(h~(L) c~ R) and h~ and 122 are nonincreasing (i.e., [ h(a)l ~< 1 for 
each symbol a in the domain of h i ,  i = 1, 2) 5 (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969). 
Further,  any nonincreasing homomorph ism h e can be decomposed into two 
homomorphisms h 3 and h 4 such that h-i~(L) = h41(h~(L)) and h 3 is length 
5 The h 1 , h2 and R can be obtained by examining the transition set H of the finite 
state transducer 2~r. We first note that there is a 1 -output bounded finite state transducer 
21~ such that 21~(x) = M(x) for all x in Z'*. We assume M is 1 -output bounded. Then 
h2(q, a, b, p) = a, hi(q, a, b, p) -- b and R is the set of all strings (qo , al , bl , Pl) 
(Pl , as, b2 , P~) "'" (P~-I , a1~, b~, p~) where q0 is initial, p~ is a final state and (q~-i , a i ,  
bi,pi) i s inHforat l0  < i  < k. 
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preserving (i.e,, I h~(a)[ = 1 for each symbol  in the domain of ha) and for 
each symbol a in the domain of h4, h~(a) in {a, e}; call h4 simple. Now a- 
transducer mappings are closed under composition (Elgot and NIezei, 1965). 
Hence it suffices to show that there is a grammar G~ and a-transducers M 1 , 
Mr1 and M~I such that L 1 = O(L) = L(G), L~(G~) = MI(L~(G)) , Lrs(G1) = 
Mrl(L~(G)) , and L~s(G~)= M~I(L~s(G)) in the four cases O(L)= L ~ R 
regular, O(L) = h(L) for h a nonincreasing homomorphism, O(L) = h-~(L) 
for h a length preserving homomorphism and O(L) = h-~(L) for h a simple 
homomorphism. We proceed in four steps. Let G = (V, S, P, S) as usual. 
Step 1. First let us consider the case O(L)= h-l(L) for h a length 
preserving homomorphism. That is, L 1 = h-l(L), h: 21h* ~ 21" and [ h(a)[ = 1 
for each a in X h . We wish to find G1, M 1 , Mr1, and M n with the desired 
properties. Extend h to (Zh k ) (V -  21))* by h(Y) = Y for Y in V -  2:; 
we can assume (V -  Z )n  21h = ¢ without loss of generality. Let P1 = 
{Y--+ a ] Y---~ h(a) in P} and G 1 = ( (g  - -  z~) k3 ~Y~h, Zh, P1, S). Notice that 
each production in P gives rise to a set of productions in/°1 since we must 
replace each terminal a in a production of P by all possible b in h-l(a) and 
thus P1 is finite. 
We shall show that L~(G1): h-~(Ls(G)), Lrs(G)= h-l(Lr~(G)) and 
L~.~ = h-I(L~s(G)). The arguments are similar, so we consider Ls(G1). Since 
h-I(L~(G)) is an a-transduction of L~(G) we need only consider if L~(G~) :
h-~(L~(a)). 
First we show by induction on derivation length that Ls(G1) C_ h~I(L,(G)). 
First notice that if S ~ c~ in G1, then by the construction of G 1 there is a 
production S -+ fi in G such that if fl = h(a) then a is in h-I(L~(G)). Let 
*z n >~ 1 and assume we have shown for all c~ in Ls(G1) with S ~c  ~ that c~ is 
in h- l (Ls (G) ) .  In other words, h(a) is in L~(G). Now suppose S ~+1 , .  
Thus there is an c~ and a production X---~ ~ such that S ~ 
and ~' =/3Sy. By the inductive assumption together with the definition of 
G~, ~ ~- /3X~ is in L~(G~) and by the definition of G~, h(a) = h(fi) Xh(7 ) 
is in L~(G) and X- -~ h(~) is a production in G. Therefore h(a')= h(fi) 
h(~) h(y) = h(fi~y) in L~(G) so c~' is in h-~(L~(G)). 
Next we show that if ~ is in h-I(L~(G)) then a is in L~(GI). Again we proceed 
by induction on the length of the derivation. First observe that if S => h(~) 
is in P, then c~ is in L~(G1). Now let n >~ 1 and assume that we have shown 
for all a that if S ~ h(c~), then a is in Ls(G1). Now suppose that fi' = h(a') 
and S c , ~+1/3 .  Then there is a/3 in L,(G), strings % /z and a production 
X- ->8 in P such that S ~/3  ~c/3 ' ,  /3 = ~rX/z and /3' = ~rS/z. Since h is 
length preserving we can factor a' as cJ = 7r'8'/x' with h(zr') = % h(8') = 8, 
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and h(g') ~-/~, so/~ = h@Xix ). By the induction hypothesis and definition of 
P1, ~'X/x' is inL~(Gx) and X--+ 8' is in P1, so S *~G~ 7r'8'/x' = a' and hence 
~' is in La(GI). 
Step 2. Now let 8(L) = L~ ~ h-~(L) for a simple homomorphism h; 
i.e., h: 27h* -+ 27* and h(a) is in {a, e} for each a in Z'I~. Let A = {a [ a ~ 271b 
and h(a) = e}. Obviously h-l(al "" a~) ~ {xlalx2a ~"" a,x,~+l ] xk is in A*, 
1 ~ k ~ n -}- 1}. Hence the object is to produce a grammar G h which inserts 
strings from A* between the letters of strings in L. I f  A = $ we are done, 
so let A @ 6- Let S h and E be new symbols and let P1 = {S1~ -~ ESE, E-+ e}kJ 
{X--~ c~ a P, ] a ] ~ 1} u {X-+ A~EA2E "" EA~ ] X -+ A~ "" A~ ~ P, n >~2, 
A ia  V, 1 ~ i  ~n}u{E-+aE[  aaA}. Let G~ = (V~J A U{E, Sh}, 27~A , 
Pz, S~). The reason for the introduction of the new nonterminals will become 
clear when we consider ight and left sentential forms. 
It should be clear that 
Ls(G1) = {&} u {XlAlX 2 "" xnAnxn+ 1 I A1 "'" A~ eLs(G), n ~ 1, 
A I~V,  1 < i~n,  andxi~A*(E~A{e})} 
U {x e A* E [ if e eL(G)}. 
That is, L,(G1) contains $I~ plus all of Ls(G) with members of the regular 
set A*(E tA {e}) inserted everywhere. So L(G1) -~ h-I(L(G)) and since full 
semi-AFL's are closed under substitution by regular sets, L~(G1) is in 
./~(Ls(G)). 
On the other hand we notice that in forming Lr,(G), (Lz~(G)) we can 
expand only the rightmost (leftmost) E in a sentential form. Thus L~,(G~) 
contains, besides h- l (L )u  {Sh}, only words of the form EA1E ". 
FA~A*(E u (e})w where AI"'" A~h(w) is in Lr~(a) and h(~) is in Z*. The 
problem is that not all such words can be inL~,(G1) for As in Z'. For example, 
if a right sentential form such as aXYZabw, a, b in 27, w in 2> has handle 
Zab, then ~ = EaEXEYEZEaEbEw is in L~,(G1) but if the handle were YZ, 
then ~ might not be in L~(G1); since G need not be LR, the input string may 
give us no knowledge of where the handle may be and an a-transducer may 
not be able to locate it. However, even though we may not know where the last 
handle occurs in a right sentential form we always know where the handle 
will occur in the next right sentential form derived: the nonterminal which 
is furthest o the right in the input string must be replaced and becomes the 
handle of the next form. An a-transducer is able to nondeterministically 
select a nonterminal as the last in the string and replace it, thus providing 
a handle. 
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Construct for each nonterminal X in G a regular set R(X)  as follows. 
For each rule in P X~ A 1 "" An~ with a in 27+ and A I ' . .  An in V, n ~ 1, 
R(X) contains EAIEA~...EA,A*(Et_){e))h-I(c~). For each rule X 
A1A~ "'" An in P with n >~ 2, An in V - -  Z, A 1 .... , An_ 1 in V, R(X)  contains 
EA1E""  EAn_I EAn.  For each rule X -+ A in P, with #(A)  ---- 1, R(X) 
contains EA for A in V - -  Z and A*(E ~3 {e})A for A in X. Finally, R(X)  
contains EXA*(E w {e}). 
Now we can build an a-transducer Mr 1 to perform as follows. If the entire 
input string is S, Mr1 outputs R(S) w {Sn}. If the entire input string consists 
of terminals, Mra gives no output. Otherwise, M~. 1 replaces each symbol A in V 
by EA until it reaches a symbol X in V - -  X which it guesses is the last 
nonterminal. Then X is replaced by any member of R(X)  (nondeter- 
ministically selected). Subsequently M,. 1 replaces any symbol a in X by a 
nondeterministically selected member of h-l(a); it blocks if a nonterminal 
Occurs. 
We leave to the reader the proof that Lr~(G1) = M~I(L~(G)). The con- 
struction of an a-transducer M~ such that Mzl(L~s(G)) ----- L~(G~) is similar 
and left to the reader. 
Step 3. Now let R be a regular set andL n R ---- O(L). There is a standard 
construction for producing a grammar for the intersection of a context-free 
language L and a regular set R. The procedure is similar to that in (Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1969). Let A = (K, 27, 3, q0, F)  where A is a deterministic 
finite state acceptor which accepts R. 6 Then Ga will have the following set 
P1 of productions: 
(i) S--+ [q0, S, qs], for all q, in F, 
(ii) [q~, X, 3(qi, v)] ~ v, if v is in 27* and X-+ v, for all qi in K, 
(iii) [P0, X, q~+~]  x~[q~, Yx, p~] x~[qz, X2, P2] x3 "'" x~[q~, Y, ,  p,]xn+~ , 
where X-+ xlYax2Y~ "" x~Ynxn÷l is in P, xi is in 27", q~ = 3(pi-1, xi), 
1 ~<i~n+l ,  andY~is in  V - -27 ,1~i~n.  
Then V1 =K× (V- -27)  ×K and G=(Va,27 ,  P~,S) .  Since the 
construction is well-known we do not have to show thatL(G1) = L c~ R. 
Notice that L~(Ga) contains S plus all and only words of the form: 
xa[Pl , Y1, qa] x2 "'" x , [p,  , Y ,  , q,]xn+l 
G A deterministic finite state acceptor A is a 5-tuple (K, Z, 3, qo, F) where /s5 is a 
finite set of states, ~' is a finite alphabet, q0, the start state, is in K, F is a set of final 
states in K and ~ is a function from K × 27 to K. Extend ~ to Z* by defining ~(q, e) = q 
and ~(q, ax) = 3(3(q, a), x) for a ~ 27, x ~ •*, q ~ K. 
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where n ~ 0 and XlY lX  2 ... xnYnx~z+l is inLs(G), xi is in 27*, 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, 
Yj is in V --  27, and Pi = 3(qj-a, x~), 1 ~ j ~ n and 3(q~, Xn+l) is in F. A 
similar relationship holds between L~(Gx) and L,s(G ). 
Thus let ~ be new and define an a-transducer M 1 by 
H 1 = {(p, a, a, 3(p, a)) ]p e K, a 6 27} 
w ((p, Y, [p, Y, q], q) ]p, q ~ K, Y ~ V -- 27} w {(q0, S, S, ~)} 
and M 1 = (K ~3 {~}, 27, 27, H, q0, F u {q}). Then it is straightforward toshow 
by induction on the length of derivations that MI(Ls(G))=L~(G1) , 
M~(Lrs(G)) = MI(Lrs(G~)  and M~(L~s(G)) = L~,(Ga). 
Step 4. Finally we consider the easeL 1 = O(L) = h(L) for a nonincreasing 
homomorphism h. Suppose h: 27*--+ A*. The construction of a grammar G 1 
such that L(GI) = h(L) is standard and appears in the literature. We extend 
h to V by defining h(Y) = Y for Y in V - -  27 and let P~ = {Y-+ h(cz) ] 
Y--+ c~ a P} and G~ = ((V -- 27) u A, A, PIS). Then it should be obvious 
that not only does this give L(G~)= h(L) but also L~(G1)= h(Ls(G)), 
L~(GI) = h(L~(G)), and Lz~(G~)= h(Lz,(G)). Since a homomorphism is
an a-transducer mapping we are done. 
COROLLARY 4.1. I f  L 1 and L 2 are context-free languages and -~(L1) -~ 
d2(L~) then 
(a) i f  L 1 is rR  there is a Gz such that L 2 -~ L( G~) ana Lr~( G2) is in d/(L2); 
(b) i f  L 1 is a parenthesis language then there is a Gz such that L 2 = L(G~) 
analLy(G2) is in J~(L~). 
Proof. (a) I f L  1 is LR then there is a grammar G 1 such that L z • L(G1) 
and L~,(G1) is in J{(Lx). By Theorem 4.1 there is a grammar G~ such that 
L z = L,,(G2) is in d/](rz). 
(b) We know there is a grammar G 1 such that L(G1) = L~ andL~(G1) is 
in ~(La).  By the previous theorem there is a grammar G 2 such thatL(Gz) = L~ 
and L~(G,) is in Jg(Lz(G1) C_ Jc](r,). 
I fLz,  L 2 andL a are context free languages and M(L1) = L 2 and M'(L2) -~ L~ 
for some M and M',  then by composition of a-transducers there is an 
M"(L1) -~ L 3 . This shows that regular translation is a transitive relation 
between languages. It is also reflexive. Form equivalence classes of context- 
free languages such thatL 1 andL 2 are in the same class if and only if ~(L1)  = 
d{(L2) , i.e,, if there are a-transducers M and M'  such that M(L1) ~-L  2 
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and M'(L2) = L 1 . Define context-free languages to be structurally similar 
if they are in the same equivalence class. Notice that all regular sets fall 
within one class. 
COROLLARY 4.2. I f  L(G1) , L~ and Ls(G1)(Lrs(G1) ) are structurally similar 
then there is a grammar G 2 such that L 2 = L(G2) and L~(Gz)(L~(G2) ) is 
structurally similar to L~. 
Using a double arrow for structural similarity we can represent he theorem 
schematically in the diagram below: 
L(G~) , , Ls(a l )  L(Ci), -~Lr~(ai) 
L 2 ( , L~(G~) L 2 ( --+ L~(G2) 
Proof. Follows immediately from the previous theorem and the transitivity 
of a-transductions. 
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  context-free languages L 1 and La are structurally 
similar then: 
(1) i l L  1 is deterministic then there is a G 2 such that L 2 -~ L(G2) and 
Lrs( G~) is structurally similar to L~, and 
(2) i f L  1 is a parenthesis language, then there is a G 2 such that L 2 = L(G2) 
and Ls( G~) is structurally similar to L 2 . 
Proof. Follows immediately from the first three theorems. 
In other words the theorems tell us that if one language in an equivalence 
class has an equivalent set of (right) sentential forms then all the languages 
in the class will, also. I f  one language in a class is deterministic then every 
member of the class will have a structurally similar set of right sentential 
forms, or if one language in the class is parenthesis then every member of the 
class will have a structurally similar set of sentential forms. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  L 1 = Ls(G), i.e., i f  L 1 is a context-free language of 
sentential forms, then there is a grammar G 1 such that L 1 = L(G1) and L 1 is 
structurally similar to Ls( G1) and L~8(G1). 
Proof. I f  G =(V ,Z ,P ,  S) then G 1 = (V, V ,P ,S )  where V - -27= 
{X1, X 2 .... , X~} and V --  V = {X1, X 2 ,...,-~}. The set P is constructed 
from P as follows: the productions in/~ include those in P except all non- 
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terminals have bars over them and the remaining productions are of the 
form X- - ,  X. 
To output a sentential form in G 1 from a string in L 1 we construct a 
finite state transducer M such that M nondeterministically "bars" the 
nonterminals in G. It  is clear that each such "barred" string is a sentential 
form in G 1 because we can use productions _~---, X to "unbar" any non- 
terminal in a sentential form in G 1 . It should also be noted that any sentential 
form in G 1 will be exactly the same as a sentential form in G except bars 
will occur over nonterminals. 
The right sentential forms, Lrs(G1) ,can be gotten fromL,.~(G) by barring 
nonterminals from left to right and stopping nondeterministically. 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  L 1 and L 2 are structurally similar and L 1 is a language 
of sentential forms (but not necessarily for L2) then there is a grammar G~ for Lz 
such that Ls( G~) is structurally similar to L 2 : i f  L 1 is a language of right sentential 
forms then there is a Ge such that L 2 is structurally similar to Lr~(G2). 
Pro@ Use Corollary 2 and Theorem 4. 
So our equivalence classes either contain no sets of sentential forms of 
context-free grammars at all or every language in the class has a set of 
sentential forms for that language to which it is structurally equivalent. 
The last question to which we turn our attention is, naturally, are there 
any classes which don't have a set of sentential forms in them ? Does every 
context-free language L have a grammar G such that L~(G) = M(L)  for 
some M ? 
THEOREM 4.3. The language L o = {anb ~ [ k = n or 2n <~ k <~ 3n} has no 
context-free G such that Ls(G) = M(Lo) or L,.~(G) = M(Lo) for any a-transducer 
Mor  M.  
Proof. Assume that G is a context-free grammar generating L and 
L~(G) = M(L)  for some a-transducer G. We claim that G is reduced because 
if we can't obtain the sentential forms of the reduced grammar we cannot 
obtain the sentential forms of the unreduced grammar. Hence we shall assume 
G is reduced. 
A nonterminal X in G is repeating if there are derivations in G such that 
X *~ c~Xfi, c¢, fi in V*. We claim that if _// *~ uAv for a nonterminal d ,  
uv ~ e, then u = a ~ and v = b q for some p, q ~ 1. The only other possi- 
bilities are uv in a + or uv in b +. We give the argument for uv in a+; the other 
argument is similar. Suppose _d *~ a~Aa q for p ,-+- q /> 1. Since G is reduced, 
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S ~ xAy and A *~ z for appropriate t rminal strings x,y,  z. Then xa n~ za•qy 
is inL  for each n. But if we take n = 1 + ]y l ,  we have an obvious 
contradiction. 
Let L = L 1 k) L 2 where L 1 = {anb ~ ] n >/1} and L 2 = {anb ~ [ 1 <~ 2n 
k ~ 3n}. By Ogden's Lemma, there must be derivations of words in L 1 , in 
which some nonterminal repeats. That is, for some nonterminal X we have 
S *~ a~'Xb% X ~ a~Xb q and X *=> aub " and ar+2°+'*bs+q+~ is in L1, thus 
r+p@u =s+q+v.  So a~+2~+~b ~+~+~ is in L. I f  r+2p+u = 
s @ 2q + v, thenp = q. Otherwise we must be inL  2 and so s @ 2q + v >/ 
2r f f -4p-q-2u.  But on the other hand, s+2qq-v=s-} -qq-v+q 
2(s + q + v) = 2(r + p + u) < 2r q- 4p q- 2u, an obvious contradiction. 
Hence we have p = q in all cases. 
The nonterminal X cannot be used in any derivation of any member of 
L 2 . Suppose we had S *~ a n Xb ~n *~ a~+tb ~+~ inL  2 . Then k + m >/2(n q- t). 
We also know that an+(~+*+l)v+tb 7~+('~+t+1)~+~ is in L; it obviously cannot be 
inL~. Butk  + (n + t + 1)p + m ~< 3(n + t) + (n + t + 1)p < 2(n + t) + 
2(n + t + 1)p so it cannot be inL 2 . This is a contradiction. So X appears only 
in derivations of members of L 1 and it obviously appears in infinitely many 
such derivations. 
Let M '  be the a-transducer defined by Scheme 1. ThenL  1 = M'(L~(G) n 
~aP/a ~bP/b 
ar(a~) + X(b~)+b 0 = M' (M(L)  n ar(a~) + X(br)+b s) because a-transducers are 
closed under intersection with a regular set as well as composition. We then 
see that there is an a-transducer Mr with L 1 = M(L). This means L~ is in 
Jd(L). ClearlyL is in Jd(L1) = ~(L ) .  But by Theorem 6.2 of (Berstel, 1973) 
this is impossible. 7 
COROLLARY 4.5. The equivalence class containing L o contains no sets of 
context-free sentential forms (call it Lo). 
COROLLARY 4.6. Every language in L o is: 





the homomorphic image of a language not in Lo , and 
the intersection of a language not in L o with a regular set. 
The sentential  forms of  languages in L 0 are not  in L 0 . 
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